1. My wife and I live in __________, our back garden is approximately 22 X 22 feet square, as are most of the rear gardens in the area. Our immediate neighbours to the rear have a Lendy Hill Hedge which is at least 15 feet high, it blocks all the winter sun from our garden, our neighbours to the right have to massive deciduous trees which block ALL our evening summer sun. We have discussed the issues with both of our neighbours especially about them having such massive trees (around 40-50) feet tall, in a small area, but they are selfish people and do not care about us not being able to enjoy the evening in our gardens, whereas, they can happily sit out until sundown!!!!

2. It is about time that issues like this have appropriate legislation to deal with people who do not care that their trees and or hedges affect others, ensuring that all everyone has the right of light in their garden.

3. We cannot wait for this bill to come into effect. If deciduous trees can be included, especially those in smaller gardens, the better.